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With high energy densities, lithium-ion batteries are widely used for energy storage systems, and are 

promising for the future power storage, including applications in electric motor vehicles. For effective 

improvement of their performance, extensive researches have been carried out to understand the 

fundamental reaction mechanisms. Among various techniques, in-situ transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) is one of the best approaches to investigate the electrochemical lithiation mechanisms at nano-

scale, enabling direct observations of structural evolution while electrical voltage bias is applied in the 

TEM instrument.  

 

Manganese oxides, with great advantages of low cost and environmental friendliness, have been 

considered as attractive candidates for the next-generation lithium-ion battery electrode material. In 

particular, α-MnO2 has a significant benefit for the lithium-ion batteries with its unique one-dimensional 

tunnel structure that allows facile diffusion of lithium-ions into the material.[1] This efficient tunnel 

structure, or hollandite structure, exists in other kinds of oxide materials such as titanium, vanadium, tin, 

and chromium-based oxides, which has a wide range of applications besides lithium-ion batteries.[2] 

Although it has been predicted by theories that lithium-ions can diffuse rapidly through the tunnel, the 

process has not been observed directly.[3] 

 

We investigated the behavior of lithium-ion diffusion in the K
+
-stabilized α-MnO2 nanowires by in-situ 

TEM study. Naturally formed LiOxNy on lithium-metal was made contact with the nanowire in the TEM 

instrument, and negative voltage less than 1 V was applied to induce lithiation into the nanowire. The 

voltage biasing was halted in the middle of the reaction to compare the lithiated and the non-lithiated 

regions. Interestingly, it was found that the manganese oxidation state changes after the lithiation 

process even at the point far from the volume expansion front, which has been identified by electron 

energy loss spectroscopy (Figure 1). It implies that lithium-ions diffuse through the tunnel very fast at 

the early lithiation stage before inducing any lattice expansions. In addition, we reveal that this fast 

lithium-ion diffusion strongly depends on the contact between the nanowire and conductive carbon 

supporting-film on a copper TEM grid. Fast lithium-ion diffusion was observed when the nanowire was 

in direct-contact with the carbon film, while it was not when it had a poor electric contact indirectly 

through the medium of other nanowires. This result provides strong evidence of the influence of 

electrical resistance on rate capability of lithium-ion batteries. This study offers fundamental knowledge 

of various materials with tunnel structures as well as the importance of conductive support for 



nanostructure based slurry electrode for high performance batteries.  
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Figure 1. Comparison of EELS data taken during the in-situ lithiation experiment between the 

nanowires in (a-c) direct-contact and (d-f) indirect-contact with conductive carbon support on a copper 

TEM grid.  


